
APPENDIX 1



Appendix 1(a) Examples of teacher-made single word reading tests

Single Word Reading Test: Primary Example

This should be used only after the assessment of the first  
100 words suggested in Letters and Sounds has been made.

school there said day have

saw people one what good

right door key still want

please thought horse come would

cried etc.

Single Word Reading Test: Secondary Example

park said where new would

cold any every took other

print soft fine shelter thought

vain planet source method triangle

climate record present asked practice

answer science global change model

addition recognise system experiment etc.

Notes: We suggest about 50 words (maximum).
Unless there is comparison across an age group, this information, whilst perhaps indicating how 
a learner fares when meeting these words, is of limited use diagnostically.
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Appendix 1(b) Example of teacher-made phonic skills reading test (real 
words)

PHONIC SKILLS READING TEST (REAL WORDS)

The words can be copied on to small cards or written in columns. The learner is asked 
to read them aloud and their response is recorded.

van hum big fog sit

top led rat wet but

milk hand sink belt bunk

wisp loft list damp rent

crab plum skip smug snap

spin drop trap grin step

chip rich ditch shed pack

with thin fish whip phone

pain may weigh late claw

torn bore roar shout clown

moan bone blown chose collar

colour dream field meet beat

wipe light try pie tube

root stew rule hard burst

shirt dirty curl herd though

Notes: These are suggested words; teachers may devise their own test, adopting the principles 
previously described.

The same words can be used to assess spelling, although the spelling test should not be given 
on the same day. A comparison of results will provide valuable information.

If a learner has many errors in the first two sets, discontinue. However, if they are successful in 
these and they then struggle, it is worth asking them to look carefully at other lines and words 
to see if they can read any of the others.

(Correct responses may reflect their phonic skills but could imply they have read them as ‘sight’ 
vocabulary.)
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Appendix 1(c) Example of non-word reading test

NON-WORDS READING TEST

nid fod jud tek mab

kep zid hev gan rox

sta spov flet trag blen

plig clum snat sked grob

jund vung bilk wist famp

melf yalp masp donk sesk

chon thid whad shev mich

heth kush quon hoth frang

genned junting stibbed fondwin palkened

danlerwin etc.
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Appendix 1(d) Examples of questions to assess comprehension

ASSESSMENT OF COMPREHENSION

1. Literal
 Recognition: Point to the words which show where the  
  action/event takes place

 Recall:  What is the name of the main character?

  What happened after/when ***?

  How did X feel? (Assuming this is stated in the  
  passage)

2. Reorganisation: Summarise the main points of the passage.

3. Inferential: Why did ‘X’ do ***? (When reason was not  
  explicitly stated)

  What sort of person is ‘X’? (A character)

  What do you think will happen next? Why?

  How does *** compare to ***?

  Why do you think the author included ***?

  What is meant by (quote figurative description  
  or particular words?)

4. Evaluation: Could this sort of event happen nowadays?

  Do you think this is a true story?

  What do you particularly like/dislike about this  
  book/passage? Why?

  Is there enough information about ‘X’?

5. Appreciation: Is this a happy/sad/frightening book/story?

  Why do you say this?

  How do you think ‘X’ spoke when he said ***?

  (Orally, ask ‘Say what ‘X’ said’, demonstrating  
  how s/he said it.)

Notes: These categories are based on Barrett’s Taxonomy of Comprehension Questions (see 
Pettit, N.T. and Cockriel, I.W. (1974) ‘A factor study of the Literal Reading Comprehension Test 
and the Inferential Reading Comprehension Test’, Journal of Literacy Research, 6 (1): 63–75.

Despite the fact it dates from 1968, this taxonomy is still a useful guide for teachers setting 
questions.
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APPENDIX 2



Appendix 2(a) Assessment of phonological awareness

Name: Date of assessment:

Date of birth: Chronological age:

1. Perception of Rhyme

Instructions:

a. Say, ‘Listen to these two words and tell me if you think that they rhyme: 

 cat – mat’

 (NB: Take care to say these words using normal intonation. Do not emphasise each 
sound.)

 If the learner answers incorrectly say, ‘Listen to that one again: 

 cat – mat’

 Make sure that the learner understand the instructions.

 Then say, ‘Now try these’

Stimulus words Learner’s response

pen – hen

fan – pin

ball – fall

boy – top

speak – leak

b. Say, ‘Now listen to these three words and tell me which two words rhyme: 

 tan – man - nap’

 If the learner answers incorrectly say, ‘Listen to that one again: 

 tan – man - nap’

 Make sure that the learner understands what to do.

 Then give these:

Stimulus words Learner’s response

sip – lip – pin

fun – ten – sun

nap – can – ran

wit – sick – bit

Note: Where performance on this subtest is poorer than the other two, it may suggest poor 
working memory.
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c. Say, ‘Can you think of three other words that rhyme with the words I say?’ Give example 
‘bat’ but include this in the responses below.

Stimulus words Learner’s response

bat

cot

hall

pen

2. Phoneme Blending

Instructions:

 ‘I am going to say some sounds that go together (‘blend’) to make words’

 Practice items:

 Say, ‘I am going to say some sounds like a robot and I’d like you to tell me what word 
they make’

 ‘/d/-/o/-/g/ What word do those sounds make?’

 ‘Yes, good, /d/-/o/-/g/ makes the word, dog’

 ‘What word do these sounds make? /r/-/a/-/t/’

 If the learner makes a mistake, say, ‘Listen again and have another go’

Stimulus words Learner’s response
t-i-p
c-a-p
s-i-t
p-o-t
s-n-a-p
ch-i-p
c-oa-t
b-ir-d
s-a-n-d
s-t-o-p

3. Phoneme Segmentation

Instructions:

Say, ‘Listen to me as I say a word – top’

‘Now I’m going to say the same word like a robot – /t/-/o/-/p/’

‘Can you say the word pit?’

‘Now can you say the word pit like a robot?’

‘Now try these words’

(Continued)
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Stimulus words Learner’s response

pan

step

ship

frog

dish

lost

4. Phoneme Manipulation/Deletion

Instructions:

Practice item:

Say, ‘Listen to me say the word ‘dog’

Can you say the word ‘dog’ without the ‘d’?’

If the learner does not respond correctly (-og) give another example

Then proceed, saying, ‘Now try these’

Stimulus words Learner’s response

Say ‘mat’ without the /m/

Say ‘cat’ without the /c/

Say ‘fan’ without the /f/

Say ‘stop’ without the /s/

Say ‘frog’ without the /f/

Say ‘lost’ without the /s/

Say ‘frog’ without the /r/

5. Syllable Segmentation

Instructions:

Say, ‘Do you know what a syllable is?’ (Give examples: ‘It is part of a word which means 
we open our mouths to say it – like a beat.’ Practise clapping for ‘a beat’ if necessary.)

Practice item: 

Say, ‘Can you tell me how many syllables there are in these names? – 

‘John’, ‘Megan’

When the learner understands, use names of children in the class using names with 1, 2 
and 3 syllables, and then give: ‘school, Saturday, playtime, giant, computer’. (Make sure 
you say the word with normal pronunciation, not stressing syllables!

Appendix 2(a) (Continued)
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Names Response in number of syllables

Other items
school
Saturday
playtime
giant
computer

For older learners, under ‘other items’, choose words such as:
perpendicular, impossibility, frightening, necessary, unkindly, generous, hospitality, etc. 

6. Blending Syllables

 Instructions:

 Say, ‘Now I am going to give you some parts of words that go together to make a word. I want 
you to guess what the word is. Listen carefully – ’

 Practice items:

 snow – man

 di – no – saur

 When it is clear the learner understands, present the following, allowing about a one-second 
gap between each syllable:

 (You can choose any words you consider appropriate. Some people might include non-
words, e.g. proo – fan – tic - al.)

Stimulus words Learner’s response

clev – er

nui – sance

pho – to – graph

cin – e – ma

un – der – stand – ing

su – per – mar – ket

ce – re – mon – y

gen – e – ros – i – ty

se – quenc – ing

meth – od – ol – og – ic – al
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Appendix 2(b) Assessment of auditory discrimination

Name: Date of assessment:

Date of birth: Chronological age:

Instructions:

The learner should face away from you so that there are no visual clues. (It is usual to 
stand behind the learner when giving this test.) Care should be taken not to emphasise 
particular phonemes where there are differences. 

Say, ‘I’m going to say two words to you and I want you to tell me if you hear two 
different words like “house” and “mouse” or two words that are the same said twice, 
like “pan” and “pan”.’

Practice item:

Say, ‘Are these words the same or are they different?: “flap”, “clap”’

(The learner can say, ‘same or different’ or ‘Yes’ for same and ‘No’ for different.)

Stimulus words Learner’s response

rag - bag

gate - cake

sun - sun

tap - pat

nip - pin

kind - kind

sit - sit

mug - hug

chip - ship

tin - tan

no - no

step - stop

bog - dog

in - on

trip - trap

Scores: Number correct Same /4

 Number correct Different /11

 Total correct /15

Note any particular difficulties.
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Appendix 2(c) Assessment of visual discrimination

Name: Date of assessment:

Date of birth: Chronological age:

Instructions:

Give a copy of this sheet to the learner. It then becomes a record sheet. Ask the 
learner to look at the letter or word on the left and circle the letter or word that 
matches in the line on the right.

Practice item:

Point to the letter in the margin and ask the learner to look carefully at all the letters 
on the right to find the one that matches. Do not do it for the learner, so that this 
counts in the score.

 1. b d     p     q    b    h    g

 2. f t   l   f   j  k  d

 3. u n     v     m     w     u     o

 4.  a  e     a     u     o     i    c 

 5.  on  no   on   in   an   ou   oh

 6. saw sam wan was saw man 

 7. bus sub bus sud dus ubs

 8. girl gril lirg irig girl glir

 9. past saps pats past stap taps

10. little kitten litter kettle skillet little
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Appendix 2(d) Assessment of auditory sequential memory 

Name: Date of assessment:
Date of birth: Chronological age:

Auditory sequential memory (short term)

For primary age children

Instructions:

1. When carrying out this assessment, items should be delivered at an even pace of 
about one item per second (which gives time to repeat a word/item silently 
before saying the next).

 Say, ‘I am going to tell you some things that are in my shopping bag. I want you 
to say back to me exactly what I have said to you.’

 Practice item:

 Say, ‘Sausages’. Pupil responds, ‘Sausages’.

 Say, ‘Now try two things: tea, jam. Say them back to me in the same order.’

 If correct, proceed (NB: you can choose your own items.)

ALWAYS WRITE DOWN EXACTLY WHAT THE LEARNER SAYS.

Series Response (forwards)
1. apples, eggs
2. chicken, butter
1. meat, sugar, cola
2. cake, spaghetti, milk
1. beans, cheese, fish, pizza
2. oranges, chocolate, bread, peas
1. grapes, flour, nuts, sugar, jam
2. eggs, crisps, peas, pears, jelly

2. Explain that you are going to do the same thing using numbers this time. Give an 
example to practise: 7 – 2. Discontinue when learner has difficulties.

Series Response (forwards)
3 – 7
4 – 8
7 – 3– -1
4 – 8 – 6
5 – 2- -6 – 1
1 – 4 – 9 – 2
2 – 6 – 1 – 5
7 – 9 – 3 – 1
4 – 9 – 2 – 3 – 6
6 – 4 – 3 – 6 – 8

In the case of older learners only give the second test (digit span). Increase the number 
of digits to give two sets of six numbers and two sets of seven.
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Auditory sequential memory (working memory)

Reverse order

For primary age children give both: use second example only for older learners.

1. Instructions:

 Say, ‘I am going to tell you again some things that are in my shopping bag.  
I want you to say back to me what I have said, but this time can you say them 
backwards?’

 ‘So if I say, “chops, chocolate”, you will say, “chocolate, chops”.’

 Practice item:

 Say, ‘Try this one: “sausages, cheese”.’

 If the learner responds correctly, proceed with examples below. (If not, give 
another example.)

Series Response (backwards)
1. chicken, carrots
2. eggs, fish
1. sugar, gravy, rice
2. cake, spaghetti, meat
1. yogurt, cheese, tomatoes, peas
2. pizza, honey, cornflakes, melon
1. strawberries, fish, peas, burgers, 

carrots
2. chips, cola, salad, milk, oranges

2. Explain that you are going to do the same thing using numbers this time. Give a 
practice example: 5 – 2. Discontinue when learner has difficulties.

Series Response (backwards)
3 – 7
8 – 2
2 – 4 – 9
3 – 7 – 1
5 – 3 – 4 – 2
7 – 3 – 6 – 4
2 – 8 – 9 – 1 – 7
2 – 5 – 3 – 5 – 4
9 – 2 – 7 – 8 – 3 – 5
4 – 9 – 4 – 3 – 1 – 6
3 – 5 – 9 – 8 – 6 – 4 – 7
7 – 1 – 4 – 2 – 9 – 3 – 8

For older learners, give only the digit span test.
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Appendix 2(e) Visual sequential memory: test and record sheet

Name: Date of assessment:

Date of birth: Chronological age:

Pictures (for younger learners)

You will need two sets of identical pictures, each picture on a separate piece of card, 
e.g. a cat, a house, an apple, a book, a flower, a bird and a fish. (Shapes could be used.)

Practice item:

Give the learner one of the sets of six cards keeping one for yourself.

From your set, select two pictures and place them on the table/desk in front of the 
learner.

Say, ‘Look at these pictures.’

Allow about 5 seconds for this.

Then cover them up and say, ‘Look at your cards. Can you make the same pattern 
with some of your cards?’

The learner should select the same cards and arrange them in the same sequence. 
Show the correct sequence so the learner can self-check. If it is clear that the learner 
understands what to do, repeat the process using:

A. 2 sequences of 2

B. 2 sequences of 3

C. 2 sequences of 4

D. 2 sequences of 5

Build in a delay of 3–5 seconds before letting the learner put their cards 
down.

Write your sequence below, before testing. Stop when the learner gets both 
sequences wrong.

Sequence Learner’s response

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2
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Use the method below with both young and older learners.

Repeat the above activity using letters rather than pictures, using the sequences 
suggested below and making appropriate sets of cards.

Letters

Sequence 1

1. J P

2. B M

Sequence 2

1. Y F N

2. L A R

Sequence 3

1. X F M G

2. S D A U

Sequence 4

1. W G T H O

2. K A M V J

Notes: You can do this test using a set of wooden alphabet letters, having either the 
whole alphabet set or just the 21 used above.

For older learners, e.g. at secondary school, you can use only letters/numbers (i.e. not 
the pictures) and take the sequence up to 7 items. 

Scoring/interpreting
In each case note the ceiling, i.e. how many items can be recalled correctly in 
sequence in both attempts. Note any particular difficulties (e.g. certain pictures/
letters) and test behaviour, e.g. setting out their cards quickly; looking at you ‘for 
clues’; hesitations etc.
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Appendix 2(f) Assessment of alphabet knowledge: Record sheet

Name: Date of assessment:

Date of birth: Chronological age:

Grapheme–Phoneme Correspondence

Set 1: Lower case

Instructions:

1. Show the Test Card to the learner and ask him/her to go left to right across the page saying 
the sound each letter makes.

Circle the ones that are incorrect.

v b g c e i
x s n h d l
f k o t a z
r w m j y p
u q

2. Now ask the learner to look at them again and say the name of each letter.

Circle the ones that are incorrect using a different colour pen – or underlining.

Set 2: Upper case

Instructions

1. Ask the learner to look at Set 2 (capital letters) and ask him/her to say the sound each one 
makes.

Circle the ones that are incorrect.

B G O H X Q
Z L Y S N C
F W A J D V
K T E U I M
R P

2. Now ask the learner to look at them again and say the name of each letter.
Circle the ones that are incorrect using a different colour pen – or underlining.

Assessor’s Notes:

Alphabet Sequencing

1. Ask the learner to tell you all the letters of the alphabet starting with A.

If the learner sings (but is correct) note that, and then ask him/her if he/she can say it 
without singing. If the learner gives sounds only, ask them to do it again saying names. 
Record any errors.

2. Give the learner a set of alphabet letters (or in the case of older learners, small cards 
(about 2.5 cm2) with an upper case letter on each) and ask them to set them out in 
alphabetical order. If incorrect, copy the sequence they make.
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GRAPHEME–PHONEME CORRESPONDENCE CARD

Set 1 Lower case

v b g c e i
x s n h d l
f k o t a z
r w m j y p
u q

Set 2 Upper case

B G O H X Q
Z L Y S N C
F W A J D V
K T E U I M
R P
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